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You can read more about me and my work on my website: www.martinandersson.com. The website has a live
chat software that I wrote using a combination of TypeScript, Java EE and JavaFX.
I love life and I ignite on challenges. Every time I hear or think ”cannot be done”, I’ll work hard in a
creative way to prove the opposite. For the most part I succeed and I honestly believe that there is nothing I
cannot learn. Another trait that I have is an honest personality with a short way to humor and laughter. You will
also see that I am most humble, always eager to learn.
I read 120 credits (ECTS) in Economics from multiple universities in Sweden before I made myself too
busy running www.spoo.se. SPOO was at the time Sweden’s only postal office online that I started without
external financing or shared ownership. I have always been into HTML and was a scriptkiddie, but I needed to
hire professional web developers for SPOO and their work soon got me hooked on code. Furthermore, I found
that booking expenditures all day was quite boring. So I never finished my bachelor’s in Economics and began
reading Computer Science instead. I managed to consume 135 credits before I again had made myself too busy
in personal projects and ultimately was swooped up as a Java EE developer for Swisslog. An employment I still
have and adore. I am also a certified Oracle Profession Java SE 7 Programmer (meaning I am also a certified
Associate).
At Swisslog, my primary assignment is to write automated warehouse solutions. Aside from my work at
Swisslog, I used to run my own company called Cmil AB. The name is pronounced *smile* and it is an acronym
for “class Mind implements Language”. Through my company, I was a contractor for one of Sweden’s largest
vocational college (www.plushogskolan.se). I also helped other software companies do technical interviews
when they wanted to hire software developers. I put my business on hold when Swisslog transferred me to USA
where I have been located ever since May 2015. Today I possess labels such as “technical lead” and “senior
software engineer” – not that it matters.
What I do with my life can be explained very briefly. I write code or read about computer science every
waking minute of the day (sometimes in my sleep too!). Every now and then, my conscience forces me to go to
the gym and work out. Yes, I have friends! On Skype.
Within the wonderful world of programming, Internet of things is a real strong passion of mine and
what I have been doing since early childhood. But more than anything I feel for writing code no matter its form.
Producing code for me is an art where the whole picture and its details have an equal weight of importance.
I have a long work experience that demonstrates a good leadership coupled with a high work load
endurance. I hope we get to meet so that I can give you a more complete view of what it is that I have to offer.
Thank you for the time taken to review me as a plausible candidate for your organization.
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